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Introduction
to Artificial Intelligence 
A.I. Revolution 
and Evolution



1993
The Significance of

•Mosaic web browser
•www goes public
•Nvidia was Founded
•Pentium processor
•Portable Document Format (PDF)

“The Internet? We are not interested in it”          – Bill Gates, 1993



ACCELERATED PROGRESS
Moore’s LawWright‘s Law

PROGRESS



Will You Embrace?When

GEORGE SMITH, ACTEC FELLOW
“You won’t lose your job to AI, but you will lose 
your job to the student who knows how to use AI.”

Dr. Rick



of the WebEvolutions
1.0 2.0 3.0

Connect to Information Connect to one another Blockchain
AI
Metaverse
Decentralization Defi



A.I.
Nomenclature



NomenclatureA.I.
CHATGPT
Generative artificial intelligence (AI)
Machine learning
GPT (generative pre-trained transformer)
Natural Language Processing (NLP)
Large language model (llm)
Prompt engineering



A Deeper DiveChat GPT:

02BRIEF HISTORY Introduction THE DISTINCTION 
01 03of AI before 

November 2022
of ChatGPT and its 
significance

between pre and post-
November 2022 AI



3 vs. 4GPT 



3 vs. 4GPT  



How Can AI

• AI can help gift planners save time
• AI produces high-quality work
• AI improves organizational and logical structure
• AI enhances creative analysis and identification 

of persuasive precedent
• AI reduces gift planner stress and frustration
• AI improves client relations

HELP Gift Planners?



How Can AI HURT Gift Planners?



GuidePrompt

PRIME PERSONAL PROMPT PRODUCT POLISH



Sample
Prime (Context): "I am currently assisting a donor, Mr. Johnson, who wishes to establish a $1 million professorship at his 
alma mater. Mr. Johnson is a retired engineer, has two adult children, and has accumulated substantial assets, including a 
primary residence, investments, and a valuable art collection."
Persona (Personality and Tone): "For our conversation, ChatGPT, please adopt a knowledgeable, respectful, and 
supportive tone. We aim to provide Mr. Johnson with clear and empowering advice as he considers a significant charitable 
contribution and its implications on his broader estate."
Prompt (Clear and Specific Actions): "I need your help to guide Mr. Johnson in his charitable planning. First, provide a 
detailed overview of considerations for funding a professorship through a major gift. Include potential tax benefits and 
implications for his estate. Next, outline options for involving his children in the philanthropic process without impacting his 
overall estate planning goals. Also, discuss strategies for managing and appraising his art collection, potentially as part of 
his charitable or legacy activities."
Product (Desired Output): "I expect a structured response that includes key points on each aspect of his philanthropic and 
estate planning goals. Use bullet points for clarity and ensure the information is accessible so that both Mr. Johnson and I 
can easily grasp the suggestions and implications. Highlight any critical legal considerations and provide examples of similar 
charitable actions when relevant."
Polish (Refine and Verify): "Once you provide the initial advice, I will review it to ensure it meets Mr. Johnson's needs and 
adjust as necessary. We might need further information or clarification on some points, so be prepared for additional queries 
to refine our strategy."

Prompt



Practical Applications

DRAFT EMAILS

PROOF READ01

02

SUMMARIZE LARGE TEXT03

EXPLAIN IN SIMPLE TERMS04



for Analyzing a Charitable Gift 
The 5-step Process





Current A.I.
Tools







Ethics



OVERSIGHT

Responsibility with AI

QUALITYSECURITYPRIVACY TRANSPARENCY
©2024 Morningstar. All Rights Reserved.

Ethics



Future Directions and 
Ethical Considerations 
of AI in Estate Planning
•Emerging AI technologies: Artificial 
General Intelligence

•Ethical considerations in AI 
deployment
⚬Competency and Verification
⚬Donor Confidentiality
⚬Disclosure and Consent

•Preparing for a future shaped by 
advanced AI

Ethics



Audience
Q&A



Thank
You


